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Discovering Resilience in these Difficult Chaotic Times

• Current Cultural and Political context of stress and chaos and 
change  

• Times of anguish and pain, exhaustion, relentless suffering for 
others. 

• First half of life --- finding our way, identity, security, power, family, 
work, self - definitions, and possibilities

• Second half of life – Living with ambiguity, perspective, questions, 
paradox, both/and, joy and suffering, letting go, “maturity”, and 
resilience

• Embrace this time for taking care of ourselves for making change! 
• Do a dance with these steps, 

– Set the scene, 

– embrace the cycle of our lives, 

– share some characteristics of the process of resilience, 

– and conclude with some personal lessons learned. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESILENCE 

• Characteristics of Resilience in difficult times. 
• So what is resilience (from the great source of wisdom and 

knowledge Wikipedia )
• Resilience  is the positive capacity of people to cope with stress and 

adversity.  
– “bouncing back” to a previous state of normal functioning, or using the experience of 

exposure to adversity to produce a “steeling effect” 

– and function better than expected (much like an inoculation gives one the capacity to cope 
well with future exposure to disease).[1] 

– Resilience is most commonly understood as a process, and not a trait of an individual.

• Resilience is a dynamic process that individuals exhibit positive behavioral 
adaptation when they encounter significant adversity,[15] trauma,[16] tragedy, 
threats, or even significant sources of Stress 
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WHAT IS HAPPENING?

• Political and 
Cultural Chaos

• Polarized and degrading and 
demeaning times

• Social Media
• NO LET UP, NO SENSE OF RELIEF, 

THAT THIS WILL ALL GET BETTER.

• PAIN, SUFFERING, LOSS, 
STRUGGLE, STRESS, 
OVERWHELMED, BURDENED

• Anguish, Miserable. Mournful, tragic, 
woeful, grief-stricken, excruciate,

• CHAOS -OUT OF CONTROL

• Besides the political 
and cultural or family 
chaos

• IT COULD BE A BOSS, OUR 
JOBS, SUFFERING OF PEOPLE 
WE SERVE, PHYICAL ILLNESS, 
CHRONIC ILLNESS,

• It could be retirement 
or pending retirement.  
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Stress – Burnout - Life

• What is happening in your life right now 
causing, stress, tension, burnout, sadness, 
struggle, tiredness, and loneliness?
– How are you coping with it?

• Well, not so well, very well!

• What should you be doing to cope with it?
– What is keeping you from doing the right 

things, keeping you immobilized from action? 
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Wounded Healers

• Here we are --- the healers of people’s wounds with our own 
wounds. SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS

• We come together as social workers – recognizing that we are 
ourselves wounded ---

• Wounded healers and our wounds in times of crisis, stress, chaos, 
sickness, injustice, struggle and difficult times --- can bring us down, 
immobilize us, paralysis us, numb us

• We always work out of wounds as we heal them as we go along ---
and ongoing healing ourselves from our wounds is process of 
resilience.   

• “If we are not healing our pain, we are transmitting it.”
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Accepting the Ongoing Cycle of work, 
relationships. and life 

Accepting the Ongoing Cycle of work, 
relationships. and life 

Life is great!
Things really work!

Humming along
Routine

Recovery/
Beginning 

Again

Crisis 
Difficulty/Disillusionment
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Some Characteristics of A “Spirituality” of Resilience/Recovery

• Take care of yourself.
– Eat Right, Sleep Right, Exercise, and Have Fun!!!

• Mellowness of Heart
– Healing the Past --- if at all possible.
– Heal the anger or it can consume us!
– Letting go is hard, but necessary to embrace life as it is.
– Embracing loss, transformational grief
– “If we are not healing our pain, we are transmitting it.”

• Live in the Now - Sense of gratitude without pretending
– Transformational grief – soulful work of grieving to transform our grief
– Living in the tragic gap --- in the paradox of what can be and what is. (Parker 

Palmer)
– Accept who you are and embrace your great gifts and talents. 

• ACCEPT YOUR LIMITATIONS – You can’t control everything.  
• We may be very talented, very gifted, very powerful, but we are not GOD OR 

GODNESS.   
– BE CAREFUL OF YOUR EXPECTATIONS FOR YOUR SELF AND OTHERS.  Accept your humanity --- and others too. 

– Humility 
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Some Characteristics of A Spirituality of Resilience/Recovery

• It is all about relationships --- key to resilience, caring relationships
– Find new friends 
– Renew old friendships!
– Find a soul mate. 
– We know intimacy is one of the greatest healers coping mechanisms for stress. 

• KEEP LEARNING – KEEP IMAGINATION ALIVE - Creative --- alone or with others!
– Learn something new and keep learning.
– “Dwell in possibility” (Emily Dickinson)
– Find a mentor, cultivate that type of relationship.
– We are always in process of creating ourselves, re-imagining ourselves and our lives. 
– Work that “fits” ---- many of us are in work that doesn’t quite fit
– Get out of work that is toxic to you! 

• Embrace the cycle of life.  
– From having it together, to routines, to crisis or pain or hurt, to recovery/resurrection/healing 

forgiveness/renewal and over and over. 

• Sabbath Time
– Mediate and Pray!
– We must stop and renew ourselves in some way.  Reflect on the parts of our lives – not 

religion 
– Where is your sacred center? What values will ground you and renew you and sustain you in 

the worst of times.? 
• Community!  - You can’t do it (work and life and everything else) alone.  
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Some Simple Lessons Learned
• Don’t define yourself as your weakness, your worst moments or your 

chronic illness, or your past. Your most humbling or embarrassing 
moments are not you.  

– respect  yourself and your humanness and your greatness, uniqueness, 
your experience.

• Understanding that managing stress, spirituality, living deeply, 
peaceful, embrace loss and grief, transform it, 

– Coping/recovery, is an ongoing process – getting on with it and not 
remaining paralyzed is the trick.  You can’t do it alone. 

• Knowing that when we are tired, stressed, overburdened, managing 
stress or recovery can be struggle with times of failure and 
disappointment –

– these are the times to reach out.   

• Understanding that it is life long struggle with times of great loss, 
sadness and struggle and even desperation about my personal 
path.

• We are not alone (unless we isolate ourselves) and that we need 
each other, there are people and communities of compassion, 
comfort and challenge, to survive and prosper and continue our 
living life deeply and in recovery.
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Conclusion

• Embrace who you are and your journey. Unique 
in 14 billion years of evolution.  

• We are about healing and justice and in these 
difficult times, our work, our calling, our vocation,  
is needed more than ever.  

• Embrace community – we need each other more 
than ever to get through these times.
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Resources

•Timothy Schmaltz
• tschmaltzhome@cox.
net

•Facebook and Twitter
•602‐499‐5015
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